
James Driskill <realuphuman.net@gmail.com>

FAP Support 
4 messages

Foothill AIDS Project <info@fapinfo.org> Sat, Jan 12, 2019 at 4:00 PM
Reply-To: info@fapinfo.org
To: "CommitPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net"
<CommitPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net>

Hello The Redeemer of Souls,

Thank you so much for contacting us.

Your message is being reviewed. The best FAP team member for your inquiry with contact you within the next day or so.

Kind regards,

Laura Silvius, 
Development Manager 
Foothill AIDS Project (F.A.P.) 
T: (909) 482-2066 ext. 313 
F: (909) 482-2070

Like FAP on Facebook: www.facebook.com/foothillaidsproject  
Follow FAP on Twitter: www.twitter.com/foothillaids

Statement of Confidentiality: This message and any attachments may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the
use of the intended recipients(s). If you are not the intended recipient (or the agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient),
you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message and any attachments from your system. Thank you.

Real Up Human [.net] <realuphuman.net@gmail.com> Sat, Jan 12, 2019 at 4:15 PM
To: info@fapinfo.org

 
Thank you for your message. It has been sent. 
 

This is a WEBFORM Content Submission Record of Message Directed TO:
 
http://fapinfo.org/contact/ 
 
From: The Redeemer of Souls
Email: FootHillAidsProject-WillNotCommitorPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net
 
Phone Number: 720-446-7044
Reason For Contact: Networking
City: I have no city -- I am free spirit and i am nomadic -- I live in caves if that is where I am called
 
Have you been Diagnosed with HIV: Yes
 
--------
 
The Savior Of Souls Has HIV -- Yeah --- The Peacebuilder to the World Has HIV ---  Yeah
 
They and We are worthy of a life free of haters --- but you all are belligerent to your greed and hate. 
 
On Twitter, a Tweet Thread to the Attention of  Dr.  Jono [ first name here ] is simple and sweet and does not even mention FAP. 
 
https://twitter.com/Gruwup/status/1083283681605632001
 
and the key INTERVENTION EXPRESSED HERE IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.
 
The world of people in high places are finally listening to us on this end, even though you won't see the hell fires that are at your doorstep for what you
have done and continue to be on the path that you are on.

http://www.facebook.com/foothillaidsproject
http://www.twitter.com/foothillaids
http://fapinfo.org/contact/
mailto:FootHillAidsProject-WillNotCommitorPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net
https://twitter.com/Gruwup/status/1083283681605632001


 
The reason why this connection here is being done here for FAP?
 
A conflict of interest with James Driskill's care at @BorregoHealth and he will not concede to hold playing this game.  Mr. Michael Ray Maynard
forwarded this referral into the client's path, and in that action places him interweaved to be holding moral agency and moral responsibility.
 
Michael Ray Maynard is the morally responsible one.
 
[ http://michael-ray-maynard.fuckeduphuman.net ]
 
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-
conspiracy.adinkra.gruwup.net/083-GodSeesAllSecrets/We%20are%20as%20sick%20as%20our%20secrets%20%e2%80%93%20The%
20Bridge%20Center.html
 
You cannot say that digital space and objects do not compute.  
It is alive and well servicing the truth.
 
So does this object of relation serve to identify the reasons why.
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-
conspiracy.community.gruwup.net/Computing-and-Moral-Responsibility/
 
That is an absolute truth --- and you all know it too.
Can there ever be anything called absolute truth anyway?
 
Can There Really Be Absolute Truth? | Answers With Joe - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1N8HiFgmTo
 
The interface of that video is found in this shortcut 
link [ http://blkynstud9.gruwup.net/Truth=Trust ]
 
@Gruwup 2019 : Great Reasons [ You and I and All Here ] Will Unite Peace
but you are obviously taken the exception to the rule and this side here in this connection is saying you are not a great reason for sure.
 
I say it loud and proud - Mr. James Martin Driskill [ my source ],
has the answer to this question in information theory technology.
But you all have not a clue to how to relate to a man of peace.
Your soul is hatefully filled --- and you will all be burning hell.
 
Absolute truth is something that is true at all times and in all places. It is something that is always true no matter what the circumstances. It is a fact that
cannot be changed. For example, there are no round squares.
 
Your hatefully filled souls is not an absolute truth.
But you will be burning in hell for your lack of turning the tide, to realize,
the day of reckoning of this conspiracy is at hand.  You are left with digital footprints that are holding --- temporary if you want them to be,
but you can't be seriously saying that Mr. James Driskill is playing the
game you want him to play.  That game is overdone-- turn over your Kings
in this conspiracy --- TURN THEM OVER --- CHECKMATE!  
 
Glassdoor is on the side of his calling action -- this by the receipt of a titled subject regarding the Cascade Aids Project Review on their site
[ http://cascadeaidsproject.fuckeduphuman.net ]
 
---
 
Your tracked message "Subject: Re: Help Us Keep Your Review Live on Glassdoor" was recently opened.
Inbox
x
[Boomerang for Gmail]
x
@REALUPHUMAN
x
 
Boomerang for Gmail (Baydin) <boomerang@baydin.com>
Sat, Jan 5, 6:13 AM (7 days ago)

http://michael-ray-maynard.fuckeduphuman.net/
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.adinkra.gruwup.net/083-GodSeesAllSecrets/We%20are%20as%20sick%20as%20our%20secrets%20%e2%80%93%20The%20Bridge%20Center.html
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.community.gruwup.net/Computing-and-Moral-Responsibility/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1N8HiFgmTo
http://blkynstud9.gruwup.net/Truth=Trust
http://cascadeaidsproject.fuckeduphuman.net/
mailto:boomerang@baydin.com


to me
 
Message Details
 
Subject: Re: Help Us Keep Your Review Live on Glassdoor
 
To: content@glassdoor.com
 
Click here to see the original message.
 
For details, please visit your Manage Messages page.
 
Tell your friends how they can use Boomerang for tracking emails. Tweet
 
They are the ones who titled the subject line, not your former client James Driskill.  
 
----
 
They grasp the concept that the review represents another authors point of view but directed this email to this domain to assign the review ideally
ownership of mine in this cause to bust a conspiracy.  They realize without a direct statement confirmation that this review represents a foundation flaw
in the Ryan White Care Act that is working a harmful indeed serious harmful consequence that is influenced to be a national and systemic problem
coverage across the nation.  That is an absolute truth.
 
Absolute truth is something that is true at all times and in all places. It is something that is always true no matter what the circumstances. It is a fact that
cannot be changed. 
 
YOU-ARE-BEING-WATCHED
http://jennifer-anne-brehme.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.notify.
fuckeduphuman.net/YOU-ARE-BEING-WATCHED/
 
I-KNOW-WHAT-YOU-DID
http://jennifer-anne-brehme.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.notify.
fuckeduphuman.net/I-KNOW-WHAT-YOU-DID/
 
As of next Friday, The option for you to apologize face to face at the residence address of this site will become unavailable.  For James Martin Driskill is
going to be leaving this home for a destination of a cave if he has to.  To free himself of this game that you won't quit playing.  He is following the words
that are written in an article on WikiWorld called IAmAnAsshole,  You have crossed paths with your savior of circumstances, even if that is beyond your
human reach of humility.
 

IamAnAsshole
When people don't agree with me I think they are not listening. I get pissed off and start shouting. You can't enslave me to live your idea of TheGoodLife,
I would die first==== You've made up your mind and don't want to be confused by the facts. And I start feeling sorry for myself. Nobody is interested in
Truth except me. Everybody else just wants to be right when to learn you must find you are wrong, why can't they GetIt! It's impossible to tell someone
something they don't alredy know because they won't have the slightest idea what you are talking about. ====

I went to live in the abandoned mines of aspen mountain as a hermit in 1969 because I thought communication with other human beings was not
possible. I thought all the people living ticky tacky lifes in ticky tacky houses offered no real value. I was concerned that my profession, computer
science, would be used for evil by the powerful to dehumanize people. After three weeks I realized that everything that was really important to me
involved other people. Even a mountains beauty, boy would so-and-so dig that, all my joy and will involed other people. I layed by spring creek in taylor
national forest for hours content to be absorbed into the mountain. I had nothing to live for.

I realized that if I chose to live, I'd have to march back to Aspen and become a part of humanity. I savored the bliss I felt laying by the rushing stream for
a while longer and then bagan the march back to civilization.

I decided that the best thing to do with my computer knowlege was to use it for humanity. If you can't beat them, join them. I hoped I could help put the
power of the computer in the hands of the people. (I am satisfied I've done my part with EIES, WWW and teaching.) I decided to test my hypothosis
about human uselessesness. Every time I met someone who seems useless to me, I stoped my travels, I got to know them better, and asked questions
like, what is really importnt, or what would you rather be doing. In most cases, within minutes they would teach me something important. I began to
realize that other people were cool, I was the jerk.

mailto:content@glassdoor.com
http://jennifer-anne-brehme.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.notify.fuckeduphuman.net/YOU-ARE-BEING-WATCHED/
http://jennifer-anne-brehme.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.notify.fuckeduphuman.net/I-KNOW-WHAT-YOU-DID/
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/TheGoodLife
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/GetIt


 

But 25 years later I still cannot communicate with anyone and here I am trying to actualize a CollectiveIntelligence. How stupid could I be? In well over a
decade of teaching objects about 4 of my students really GetIt. Chances are they got it before they started my class. (At least they all learned to
write SmallTalk code more or less.) I have no bases to presume I can communicate anything meaningfull to anybody. Nobody understands
my InformationPhysics (except wheeler maybe), nobody understands the urgency or relavance of my DeclarationOfInterdependence. I may be a bad
teacher but I have 5 children that have to live in this world WE are preparing for them, my mind is open, and God help us, can't we agree on
anything==== ====

StarPilot is right, it is hopeless. But I will never give up. I will try and try again and hopefully learn from my failures. Hopefully I can stop abusing visitors
to my web site at least... I am a LegendInMyOwnMind.

Well, If you go back in evolution, all higher life evolved from colonies of cells that collaborated to form rings that extended into little worms that took one
kind of shit and passed it though the collective extracting nutrients and passing through another kind of shit, effectively an asshole==== We are
decended from assholes so it should be no suprise that we are all assholes. ====

Most everybody is selective about their friendships. They choose not to befriend at least 2 out of 3 people they meet. Now if they didn't think they were
assholes, they would befriend them, no? Of course they would.. Well, it varies of course, some nice people only call people jerks that call them jerks.
Some like everybody but the sand niggers. And for others, just about everybody is a asshole. In any case if on the average the jerk ratio is 2/3 of the rest
of the people in the world, than by popular vote, we are all assholes.

-- JimScarver

 
 

 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Sat, Jan 12, 2019 at 4:16 PM
To: realuphuman.net@gmail.com

Address not found

Your message wasn't delivered to info@fapinfo.org because
the address couldn't be found, or is unable to receive mail.

The response from the remote server was: 

550 invalid mailbox

 
Final-Recipient: rfc822; info@fapinfo.org 
Action: failed 
Status: 5.0.0 
Remote-MTA: dns; fapinfo-org.mx1-eu.mailanyone.net. (192.162.217.4, the server 
 for the domain fapinfo.org.) 
Diagnostic-Code: smtp; 550 invalid mailbox 
Last-Attempt-Date: Sat, 12 Jan 2019 16:16:00 -0800 (PST) 
 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Real Up Human [.net]" <realuphuman.net@gmail.com> 
To: info@fapinfo.org 
Cc:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1N8HiFgmTo&authuser=1
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/CollectiveIntelligence
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/GetIt
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php?title=SmallTalk&action=edit
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/InformationPhysics
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/DeclarationOfInterdependence
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/StarPilot
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/LegendInMyOwnMind
http://wikiworld.com/wiki/index.php/JimScarver
mailto:info@fapinfo.org
http://fapinfo-org.mx1-eu.mailanyone.net/
http://fapinfo.org/


Bcc:  
Date: Sat, 12 Jan 2019 16:15:11 -0800 
Subject: Re: FAP Support 
Thank you for your message. It has been sent. 
 
This is a WEBFORM Content Submission Record of Message Directed TO: 
 
http://fapinfo.org/contact/ 
 
From: The Redeemer of Souls 
Email: 
FootHillAidsProject-WillNotCommitorPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net 
 
Phone Number: 720-446-7044 
Reason For Contact: Networking 
City: I have no city -- I am free spirit and i am nomadic -- I live in 
caves if that is where I am called 
 
Have you been Diagnosed with HIV: Yes 
 
-------- 
 
The Savior Of Souls Has HIV -- Yeah --- The Peacebuilder to the World Has 
HIV ---  Yeah 
 
They and We are worthy of a life free of haters --- but you all are 
belligerent to your greed and hate. 
 
On Twitter, a Tweet Thread to the Attention of  Dr.  Jono [ first name here 
] is simple and sweet and does not even mention FAP. 
 
https://twitter.com/Gruwup/status/1083283681605632001 
 
and the key INTERVENTION EXPRESSED HERE IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES. 
 
The world of people in high places are finally listening to us on this end, 
even though you won't see the hell fires that are at your doorstep for what 
you have done and continue to be on the path that you are on. 
 
The reason why this connection here is being done here for FAP? 
 
A conflict of interest with James Driskill's care at @BorregoHealth and he 
will not concede to hold playing this game.  Mr. Michael Ray Maynard 
forwarded this referral into the client's path, and in that action places 
him interweaved to be holding moral agency and moral responsibility. 
 
Michael Ray Maynard is the morally responsible one. 
 
[ http://michael-ray-maynard.fuckeduphuman.net ] 
 
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-
conspiracy.adinkra.gruwup.net/083-GodSeesAllSecrets/We%20are%20as%20sick%20as%20our%20secrets%20%e2%80%93%20The%
20Bridge%20Center.html 
 
You cannot say that digital space and objects do not compute. 
It is alive and well servicing the truth. 
 
So does this object of relation serve to identify the reasons why. 
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-
conspiracy.community.gruwup.net/Computing-and-Moral-Responsibility/ 
 
That is an absolute truth --- and you all know it too. 
Can there ever be anything called absolute truth anyway? 
 
Can There Really Be Absolute Truth? | Answers With Joe - YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1N8HiFgmTo 
 
The interface of that video is found in this shortcut 
link [ http://blkynstud9.gruwup.net/Truth=Trust ] 
 
@Gruwup 2019 : Great Reasons [ You and I and All Here ] Will Unite Peace 
but you are obviously taken the exception to the rule and this side here in 
this connection is saying you are not a great reason for sure. 
 
I say it loud and proud - Mr. James Martin Driskill [ my source ], 
has the answer to this question in information theory technology. 
But you all have not a clue to how to relate to a man of peace. 
Your soul is hatefully filled --- and you will all be burning hell. 
 
Absolute truth is something that is true at all times and in all places. It 

http://fapinfo.org/contact/
mailto:FootHillAidsProject-WillNotCommitorPledgeToDenounceHateInTheirOrganization@fuckeduphuman.net
https://twitter.com/Gruwup/status/1083283681605632001
http://michael-ray-maynard.fuckeduphuman.net/
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.adinkra.gruwup.net/083-GodSeesAllSecrets/We%20are%20as%20sick%20as%20our%20secrets%20%e2%80%93%20The%20Bridge%20Center.html
http://michael-ray-maynard.foothill-aids-project.pawn-of-hate.will-not-conceed-rationally-to-hold-integry-honesly.release-the-conspiracy.community.gruwup.net/Computing-and-Moral-Responsibility/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1N8HiFgmTo
http://blkynstud9.gruwup.net/Truth=Trust


is something that is always true no matter what the circumstances. It is a 
fact that cannot be changed. For example, there are no round squares. 
 
Your hatefully filled souls is not an absolute truth. 
But you will be burning in hell for your lack of turning the tide, to 
realize, 
the day of reckoning of this conspiracy is at hand.  You are left with 
digital footprints that are holding --- temporary if you want them to be, 
but you can't be seriously saying that Mr. James Driskill is playing the 
game you want him to play.  That game is overdone-- turn over your Kings 
in this conspiracy --- TURN THEM OVER --- CHECKMATE! 
 
Glassdoor is on the side of his calling action -- this by the receipt of a 
titled subject regarding the Cascade Aids Project R 
----- Message truncated ----- 
 

Real Up Human [.net] <realuphuman.net@gmail.com> Sat, Jan 12, 2019 at 5:40 PM
To: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com>

 
Where to go after Friday, January 18th, 2019 is a secret. 
 
It is apparent that the keepers of the crypt of hate will not bend or break this
 
conspiracy exposed -- they are thinking, acting, and living this conspiracy
 
so natural are they in this state of mind, they can't see their own insanity.
 
they are acting as untouchables because of political clout.  In such, 
 
the hate that is in our society has gone run-a-muck.
 
 I am a person that will not bend or break my knowing what is right and wrong.
 
That is because I have to a degree that must be most, an augmented sense
 
conscience.  It is not hard to know that I am confirmed my reasoning, by looking
 
for digital tracking of the same things.  In this case, it is confirmed, 
 
It is them at fault and it is not me.  I refuse to play this game that most just dismiss
 
as the way it is. NO, we are better than this.  I deserve better than this.
 
If we all can't see the truth, and get along to fix the problem that is exposed.
 
Then FUCK YOU.
 
I refuse to play your nonsense game.  It sucks to be me --- and it will suck to be free.
 
Free of the haters that will not stop hating on me.  They come out of the woodwork
 
every aspect of life, because I am HIV and deserve fire and brimstone.
 
I have been dealing with this for over 10 years --- no one to commit to fixing this..
 
 
you are all haters --- you allow haters to be the winners --- and you are the winners --- you are the haters.
 
This equation is absolute.
 
I lose -- so I will go someplace -- even if that is not in the country --- or it is a cave all by myself
 
to be free of the haters --- that will be there --- I promise you --- to hate me till I commit suicide.
 
The memeplex that is alive and working to erode my sense of trust in our society is so obvious to 
 
me --- a conspiracy.  It is what drives the information world to note this review.  There are more
 
to confirm this review is true.  They the world of social services in a whole has contempt for us
 
they are fooling us and the public they are supporting us.  They are not, they be creeps.
 
We need an intervention from the outside of real supportive function -- the social services
 
network is under the protection of #GovenmentSponsoredHate and that is an absolute truth.
 
http://hellsbells.foothillaidsproject.fuckeduphuman.net/GoogleReviews-FootHillAidsProjectSanBernardino.png 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%23govenmentsponsoredhate&rlz=1CAHKDC_enUS824&oq=%23govenmentsponsoredhate&aqs=chrome..69i57.7827j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
http://hellsbells.foothillaidsproject.fuckeduphuman.net/GoogleReviews-FootHillAidsProjectSanBernardino.png


 

 
 
 
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.fuckeduphuman.net/myhivteam.com/Gmail%20-%20%5bRequest%20received%5d%20Intervention%20REQUIRED%20--
%20There%20is%20no%20option%20of%20sanity%20---%20@BorregoHealth.htm 
 
Read In Full:  --- Get A Clue --- Do It Right --- The Conscience Here Is Telling it --- your not listening --- 
 
This is just a sampling...
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/ 
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/%
23ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP.png 
 

http://hellsbells.webdomains.fuckeduphuman.net/myhivteam.com/Gmail%20-%20%5bRequest%20received%5d%20Intervention%20REQUIRED%20--%20There%20is%20no%20option%20of%20sanity%20---%20@BorregoHealth.htm
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/%23ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP.png


 
 
I AGREE --- START OVER WITH A FRESH PERSPECTIVE --- START OVER WITH A FRESH COLLECTIVE RYAN WHITE CARE ACT FUND FUND
--> A --> MENTAL MORAL AGENCY OF SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCIES.  MENTALLY WE ARE BREAKING!
 
As it is shown above in this correspondence to FAP thread, the Cascade Aids Project Glassdoor Review's moral agency of moral responsibility -- the
ownership of it in that aspect -- has been granted to this network by Glassdoor by the title of the email that I received.  That is no accidental slip of a
person typing --- The discussion of that email conversation goes to the aspect of why the review was deleted and contacting the original author of that
review to confirm or re-affirm the positions made it in.  There was a flag placed by the haters of you all and the review was placed into a status of
verification by Glassdoor. In that the author did not respond to that calling reaffirmed view, it had to be removed, In this public statement here, I am
calling for the original author of "Disappointment and Mendacity" of a Glassdoor review for Cascade Aids Project that is showing her below to please
contact Glassdoor --- it is imperatively important that this review is reaffirmed from your position and returned to live status.  In that degree, it is placed
within my ownership by the title of the subject of email holding moral agency upon me to continue to distribute its message.
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/CascadeAidsProject-
SystemicProblem2.png 
 

http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/CascadeAidsProject-SystemicProblem2.png


 
 
These are the digital footprints that define and confirm there is a conspiracy involved here to keep a secret hidden agenda away from the public's full
knowledge -- that be the case -- not all the Ryan White Care Act agencies in 100% coverage are in on this process. I am sure there are some really
good intended persons who really believe in the cause of saving and offering persons with HIV life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
 
But for the ones who are operating from this aspect of a hidden agenda conspiracy, it will take the courage of employees to step forward and report the
conditions that are working under their agencies roof. It takes courage to challenge hate at this level.  They are politically protected, it is obvious. 
Retaliation and hate is their tool to hold a secret to its ongoing secret activity.  This is causing a problem in #SocialTrust that is a known fact and verified
to be offered to the American People by the Washington Post Article that appeared in October 2017.
 
If this conspiracy is not broken --- this country is doomed.
 
Thus the reasoning to prefix these URLS  in namespace meme as Hells Bells.  You fools!
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/
Colorado%20Health%20Network%20Reviews%20_%20Glassdoor%20-%20Stay%20Away.png 
 

http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/Colorado%20Health%20Network%20Reviews%20_%20Glassdoor%20-%20Stay%20Away.png


 
 
http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/QR-
ColoradoHealthNetworkReviewsGlassdoor-Layout.jpg 
 

http://hellsbells.webdomains.realuphuman.net/glassdoor.com/HIV-AIDS-SERVICES-ORGANIZATIONS-EmployeeReviews/QR-ColoradoHealthNetworkReviewsGlassdoor-Layout.jpg


 
 
Sincerely written -- to the savior of a nation - 
 
James M. Driskill
https://gruwupnetpeacebuildingwebsite.business.site
 
Will be leaving this address for the destination of a cave --- seeking to change my United States Citizenship
and/or change my name to a secret that the haters will stop hating on me, and/or commit suicide because
you all win --- TASK COMPLETE ---- ONE LESS MOTHER FUCKING HIV INFECTED PERSON LIVING
ON THE PLANET --- THE HATERS WIN --- TAKE YOUR BOW --- 
 
Google is watching too, with the published status of this cross same platform netspace for one of the
bad acting Ryan White Care Act Funded Social Service Agencies shown above. They be taking notes!
 
Google Will have to gone overturned Bankrupt before this space of detail events leaves the planet.
This is a permanent scar on the reputation of this conspiracy.
 
https://denver-colorado-aids-project.business.site/ 
 
 
 
 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
----- Message truncated ----- 

https://gruwupnetpeacebuildingwebsite.business.site/
https://denver-colorado-aids-project.business.site/

